Sixty Attend Discussion On U. ROTC undergraduate affairs charged with participants. With one exception, the barded with the sometimes an open forum Thursday night in the chaired by Dr. Charles E. Dwyer, the University, six members of a on such long-debated and con- Superblock's Harrison House. (ROTC) program as a department of which was released without comment coeducational universities in the East administrators, faculty members and drawn from responses by ad- demands of black students and plain campus violence. Internally, students at 1,890 colleges and 23 states while the Republicans are in more than 120 liberal arts and have been taught by Lt. Col. Faris R. Kirkland, particular, Military Science 101, discrimination constituted a breach of charge that this alleged College consistently held that the COEA recently had pointed out that a compromise in the legislative fight over its preference for bi- and following a series in College Hall, the commission is plagued by its own problems, which a recently appointed presidential commission will try to solve.

Finances Also to be Considered U. Council to Consider Black Studies

Kole’s Illusions Mystify Crowd

Andy Kole, a fast talking, self-proclaimed "magician and Shakespeare" captured the attention of a packed audience at 11:40 last night in the Fine Arts auditorium. His performance, designed to mystify and confound the crowd, left them spellbound and enthralled.

Kole's performance was a masterful display of misdirection and sleight of hand, leaving the audience in a state of confusion and wonder. With his quick wit and clever manipulations, Kole managed to keep the crowd on the edge of their seats, never losing their attention for a moment.

The highlight of Kole's act was his "Russian Shuffle," a card trick that involved the rapid and seemingly random distribution of cards. With a deft flourish of his wrist, Kole would cause the cards to leap from one hand to the other, creating an illusion that they were performing by themselves. The audience gasped in amazement as Kole used his natural powers to manipulate the cards, leaving them believing that the cards were "alive" and doing their own tricks.

Kole's act was a testament to the power of illusion and the human mind's ability to be deceived. His skills were honed through years of rigorous training and practice, and his performance was a showcase of his talent and dedication to his craft. The audience, left by Kole's illusions, were left with a lasting impression of the magical world of card tricks and the secrets that lie within it.

(Continued on page 6)

Labor Comm. Faced With ‘Political’ Trial

Inspired by the recent refusal of a New York judge to allow "political evidence" in a Black Panther trial, the Philadelphia Laboratory Council is setting up a "commission of inquiry" to consider the political implications in the opening trial of two of its members.

The Council, which has one member in the University's 1969 rulings and Richard G. Watts, were arrested along with Shuffield Friedman, a University council, in the spring of 1969 for possession of explosives. Miss Friedman, whose charges have since been dropped, said yesterday that political evidence is not relevant to the case because "different courts are in the same states." The judge in the case, she said, would not accept any proof of political motive.

The commission will hold hearings concurrently with the "official" trial. It is being held by a half-dozen "experts"... the commission is not interested in "false evidence" for the council, as an arbitrary decision, the commission's trial scheduled for early December.

The major difference in the two trials will be the admission of political evidence in the stock trial. Miss Friedman said she had been told by a University council, Dr. Robert Kaiser, that black studies are not part of the curriculum, and that all black studies courses are to be considered "black studies." The university has also said it will agree to comply with the council's request.

The council's trial is expected to be heard by a single judge, and the "commission of inquiry" will be heard by a three-judge panel. The council is considering appealing the decision of the University council, and the "commission of inquiry" will be held by a three-judge panel. The council is considering appealing the decision of the University council, and the "commission of inquiry" will be held by a single judge.

(Continued on page 6i)

Major Events

National

WASHINGTON - Big, expensive, somewhat in the last year that that, essentially liberal arts and have ROTC programs, are most likely to produce career disorder, a report said Thursday. The Mideast profile, which is released without comment by the President's Commission on the Carnegie University, was made by the Carnegie Commission on the Carnegie (Continued on page 6)

International

MIDEAST - The U.S-initiated cease fire took place in the Middle East on Monday night at 9 P.M. EST, and Egypt and Israel were no longer fighting in the Sinai desert. At a previous cease fire, both sides claimed victory, but both sides have been mixed. Egypt has said it will agree to comply with Israel's request for a cease fire, while Israel has yet to agree. The cease fire is expected to continue for several days, with a possible extension. The cease fire is expected to continue for several days, with a possible extension. The cease fire is expected to continue for several days, with a possible extension. The cease fire is expected to continue for several days, with a possible extension.

(Continued on page 6)

Pres. Group to Examine Quadrapartite Proposals

By JOAN BIEBER

In response to a quadrapartite commission proposal that would bring an end to a pro- nouncement that was implemented following the sit-in, two college faculties, has been working, leaving the administrative answer. The all-hill group, which will be working for about two months, will talk with members of the commission and the University community as well as persons from the surrounding community. Francis M. Bell, Jr., an attorney of the four-man group, said Thursday.

The other group members include John H. Durr, an assistant professor of en- gineering, Donald M. Stewart, executive assistant to the president, and the Pres. University, chair.

The group would also formulate a range of alternatives to be considered by Uni- versity administrators in the formation of other community programs.

On Oct. 25 the four-man commission over- Viewed a draft version of their report to his chairman, Howard Landis, and then voted for completion of their recommenda- tions.

The six-page proposal was made as the foundation for a fund-raising campaign under which contributors would be invited to join the University with an equivalent gift for community development. The University is also interested in seeking a second long-term loan to help the community develop- ment.

An independent corporation composed of representatives of the community and the University would administer the fund under the provisions of the proposal.

Landis said the present members of the commission intend to design a new pro- nouncement that will bring an end to a pro- nouncement that was implemented following the sit-in, two college faculties, has been working, leaving the administrative answer. The all-hill group, which will be working for about two months, will talk with members of the commission and the University community as well as persons from the surrounding community. Francis M. Bell, Jr., an attorney of the four-man group, said Thursday.

The other group members include John H. Durr, an assistant professor of en- gineering, Donald M. Stewart, executive assistant to the president, and the Pres. University, chair.

The group would also formulate a range of alternatives to be considered by Uni- versity administrators in the formation of other community programs.

On Oct. 25 the four-man commission over- Viewed a draft version of their report to his chairman, Howard Landis, and then voted for completion of their recommenda- tions.

The six-page proposal was made as the foundation for a fund-raising campaign under which contributors would be invited to join the University with an equivalent gift for community development. The University is also interested in seeking a second long-term loan to help the community develop- ment.

An independent corporation composed of representatives of the community and the University would administer the fund under the provisions of the proposal.

Landis said the present members of the commission intend to design a new pro-
**Campus Events**

**Quadripartite Commission**

(Continued from page 11)

...and would contact us on "evolutionary" process — making suggestions to the administration all during the time period. The assistant to the president for external affairs, who also is a member of the Quadripartite commission, speculated that in a matter of "five short weeks," the president might be able to draft a resolution.

Bert said that he outnumbered the work groups and would make definite commitments, but would prepare a range of alternatives and their various formulations and suggest structures for decision-makers.

Bert said the group would consider the general question of the relationship between the University and the community and probably seek a "shared" project.

Bert mentioned that he had written an internal report on community affairs just last fall and had revised it in February. In January, he explained that he had suggested the implementation of a permanent commission comprised of members of the Quadripartite and the surrounding community. In this way, he said, the University would serve as creators of the framework rather than respondents to the suggestions of his office and the Quadripartite commission.

**Ongoing**

The International Affairs Association will present four movies on Saturday night: "The Plague," "A Thousand and One Nights," "The Blue Angel," and "Salt of the Earth." There will be a folk dance festival on Main Auditorium hall. Social Committee, 5 P.M.

Happy Birthday to my favorite night editor.

**Quadripartite Commission**

Thought for Today

Hi, today's thought in Space Patrol.

The internal questions which arise to the layman are: Who are they? Good is where they are? What do they aim to do?

**STANDARD ELECTRONICS**

Surplus Electronic Equipment and Parts

Grand Opening Friday, November 6th

**4421 CHESTNUT**

**HOURS:**
MON. - THURS. 9:30 - 7
FRI. 9:30 - 8
SAT. 9:30 - 5

**BARGAINS!**

- Electric Typewriters — Foreign and Domestic
- Portable Typewriters
-擂子 Typewriter Parts
- Customer Typewriter Parts
- Underwood Typewriter Parts
- Eversharp Typewriter Parts
- Typewriter Cabinets

**TYPING**

- Professional Typists (All Departments)
- High Speed Typists
- Customer Typing
- Underwood Typing

**REPAIR**

- Customer Typewriter Parts
- Underwood Typewriter Parts
- Do all makes and models

**MISCELLANEOUS**

- Dealers Wanted
- Mail Order
- Assembly Department
- Special Orders
- Special Projects
- Laboratory Work
- Drafting
- Photocopying
- Art Work
- Envelope Printing
- Wrapping

**FOR SALE: ASSORTED**

- TYPING MACHINES — ALL MAKES
- UNDERWOODS — ALL MACHINES
- EVERSHARPS — ALL MACHINES
- OLDENBERGS — ALL MACHINES
- TECHNICAL TYPING MACHINES
- DRAUGHTING MACHINES
- DRAFTING TABLES
- TYPING MACHINES
- DRAFTING TABLES
- DRAFTING ROLLERS
- DRAFTING PAPER
- TYPING MACHINE TOOLS
- ART MATERIALS
- PAINTS
- INK
- PHOTOGRAPHY SUPPLIES

**ALL OLDIES! ALL THE TIME!**

WCAU FM 98

GOLD SOLID RADIO

**Ongoing**

Where The Beatles still work 8 days a week.
Sixty Attend ROTC Forum

(Continued from page 1)

However, their opponents main- tained that by emphasizing the pronouncement of the ROTC, and by accepting funds for its maintenance, the University is tacitly conniving itself with and sanctifying the policies of the United States government, to which the University is subservient. This is a direct contradiction of the University's statement, which stated that the dropping of the ROTC program would result in a symbolic repudiation of the U.S. government's policies, as well as a tangible cut into the military officer pool.

Radford Army

James Bert, a College junior participating in the ROTC program, declared, "I object to the ac- ceptance of all Warthon courses because they train people in per- manence. This exploitation is much more severe than the perpetuation caused by the war in Vietnam." He went on to say, "The primary business of the army is not carrying out the war in Vietnam, actively designed to end the war in Vietnam. Therefore, the army is a tool of theatai ?d that by entertaining the

America from England

America from England

---The Russian Club will Hold a Russian Bingo Session

Sunday, November 10

From 11 to 12

Everyone is invited. Those who can speak Russian are especially invited. Refreshments will be served.

FREEPORT BAHAMA ISLANDS $179

---The Villanova University and Schmidt's of Philadelphia Present:

EDWARD VILLELLA Patricia McBride

Members of the New York Ballet

November 9, 1970 -- 8:15 P.M.

Tickets: $5.00, $4.00, $3.00, $2.00, $1.00

Villanova University Field House, Villanova, Pa.

Tickets include: Full House, Villanova University, Garden and Marketplace Dinner. Take to your seat.

Contact: Harold E. Banks, 4220 Lancaster Ave, Philadelphia, Pa. 19131

---Show begins at 8:15 P.M.

---Villanova University and Schmidt's of Philadelphia present:

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY AND SCHMIDT'S OF PHILADELPHIA

---The Philadelphia Show will Play at Schmitt's of Philadelphia from 8:00 to 10:00 P.M.
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Tickets: $5.00, $4.00, $3.00, $2.00, $1.00

Villanova University Field House, Villanova, Pa.

Tickets include: Full House, Villanova University, Garden and Marketplace Dinner. Take to your seat.

Contact: Harold E. Banks, 4220 Lancaster Ave, Philadelphia, Pa. 19131
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Sir: I hear that you have just with-

drawn because you would not have

been instructive, after all. But if the

seems to have been a purpose for

you wear "uniforms", be

differences of opinion and the trouble

be in-

entertain-

academically.

However, I see very little difference

This sense of urgency has come to

feeling, but don't deny it.

and that was enough, even at the

students at Kent causes

right now. I remember it as part of the CIC

We have begun to refuse to

tomorrow, but yesterday. What


dot had not disintegrated. Call it what

you've left is to let the sharp


turn looking so

in the streets says you don't get

Essentially, a vision of the way we want the

This is as useful a concept to us as

in the streets, and it is that behind

we hesitate to get involved in the

6:00. I remember the last time I

Imagine that most graduates in


discrimination against women at U of

enjoy. No, it's how can we light a

change other people and institutions

changed, but not

Hockey Tickets

For Pennsylvania Hockey

On Sale Monday, Nov. 9 9 A.M.

Franklin Field Ticket Office

Side Stands 18.00

End Stands 12.00

1970 – 71 Home Schedule

Nov. 21 – Vermont

Feb. 8 – New Hampshire

Dec. 9 – Yale

Jan. 11 – Army

Jan. 16 – Harvard

Jan. 27 – Merrimack

Jan. 30 – Providence

Mar. 5 – Dartmouth

Mar. 6 – Norwich

Allotment – One (1) Per Student

Please Present Matriculation Card
CAROLE KING AND LEON RUSSELL, GREW INTO A TALENTED FRIENDS LIKE SEEDS, NURTURED BY PRODUCER BILL SZYMCZYK WITH THE HELP OF SOME VERY YEAR IN A RECORDING STUDIO IN LOS ANGELES, A SINGER AND MUSICIAN NAMED B. B. RUSSELL might be preferable to eliminate some unnecessary words and maintain others at present levels, rather than cutting financial aid or other programs across the board. However, Szymczyk, while discussing the proposal, "a perfectly acceptable request," said his committee had no plans to report to Council prior to the scheduled program presentations. He also said that the committee was not set up at the request of the trustees to advise the President and is consequently not a Council committee.

The other two amendments to the report, offered by Vice President for Student Affairs Jack Russell, added that tuition reimbursement grants for graduate students be not cut back as proposed and that a financial needs test be applied to semester scholarships. The Council report had proposed that tuition grants for children of A-2 employees be reduced to a maximum of 100. However, Mr. Russell, noting that many enter A-1 position because they have children in college, suggested that they be included with children of A-4 and A-5 employees. Both administrative staff and faculty, respectively, are all of whom receive totally free tuition.

Clelland, said he welcomed amendments, noting, "I'm not setting particularly much about our proposal. I think it is important to consider the policy that he is in complete agreement with Miss Manes' resolution, agreed with Mr. Russell's amendment although he still doubted the "political feasibility," not declined to comment on the proposal concerning tuition relates to employee's children until he had studied the proposal more closely. He said the report from the black studies committee approved by the meeting committee making a formal University commitment to the concept of black studies but expressed doubt concerning "the necessity or utility at this time of setting forth the institutional arrangements which ultimately should be developed." However, Mr. Russell's second amendment, he favored, calling the Mundheim Schrieffer proposal "a wise decision." Saying that he believed financial difficulties would hinder implementation of the Gun- derheimer plan, Callen commented that he recommended proposal "focuses on the present." Emphasizing the need for discontent, he said, "I'd rather not respond to blacks with vague promises." Callen added that the action of the Steering Committee was premature.
Admission: 50c
(If we charged more, it wouldn't be so cheap)

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS
ON SATURDAY, NOV. 7
8:30 P.M.

There will take place an EVENING OF ISRAELI DANCING
AND SINGING
THE HABIMMA DANCE GROUP
Gurtz College Auditorium
10th St. and Tabor Rd.
Admission: 50c

1.50 IS CHEAP
FOR A COURSE GUIDE

If you changed sides, it wouldn't be so cheap

At The Bookstore,
DP Office,
and Hardly Anywhere
Else

WHARTON GRAD HOME COMING
MIXER
LIFE BAND

"HICKORY WIND"
GIRLS ADMITTED FREE
FRIDAY, NOV. 6
8:30 - 12:30
CHESTNUT HALL
39th & CHESTNUT

ROBERT STAN
DOWNEY - BRAKHAGE

FESTIVAL

DOWNEY'S
"CHAFED ELBOWS"

BRAKHAGE'S
PRELUDE - DOG STAR MAN

FIRE OF WATERS
THIGH LINE LYRE TRIANGULAR

SATURDAY, NOV. 7
7 & 9:30

"UNDERGROUND" AT THE FINE ARTS AUDITORIUM
AN IAA-FJS PRODUCTION

"YOU MUST SEE THIS FILM!" by Andrew Sarris

"HICKORY WIND"
GIRLS ADMITTED FREE
THEATRE 1812
1812 Chestnut St.
BARN CINEMA
20th & Chestnut St.
Elliott's 5
12th & Chestnut St.
GATEWAY CINEMA
28th & Chestnut St.
LAWRENCE PARK
20th & Spruce St.
ELLIOTT'S 1
12th & Chestnut St.
LAWRENCE PARK
20th & Spruce St.
ELLIOTT'S 1
12th & Chestnut St.

"AN IMPECCABLE THRILLER!" by John Magill

\This Man Must Die\nTHE WORLD

Christ, the first two parts of Kafka's admirable [Friedman Trial]
overtones. Kole, however went off the point of view of an illusionist.
but also expressed doubt as to whether such a verdict would affect the
doubt as to whether an impartial jury could be selected in such a case.

Ms. Friedman said she hopes "the defense, however much they wish
to chop off the head of their volunteer, the bravest member of the
to develop himself as an illusionist."

by the point of view of an illusionist.

program. Kole explained that at age 30 at the height of his career, he was
began to introduce the third part of his program. Kole explained that at age
in terms of premiums and settlements, you'll be surprised at how deeply Etna is
involved with stocks and bonds, equities, and real estate.

For example, because our business has become so sophisticated, we have one
one of the largest computer installations in the world. Etna has become so
ded, "We're not just letting them hear all the evidence."

"Something fresh and new which blisters the current scene. The best of the ala
Frank Perry has made!" - Roger Ebert, N.Y. Times

diary of a mad housewife - a frank perry film
a crucial study in American cinema

NOW PLAYING

Not everybody who is interested in figures gets off at Wall Street.
You might be happier at Etna.

If you have a liking for finance, freedom and money, Etna Life & Casualty might be a
way to both job satisfaction and success.
You haven't thought about insurance, maybe that's because you haven't heard
the truth about it.
For example, because our business has become so sophisticated, we have one
one of the largest computer installations in the world. Etna has become so
involved with stocks and bonds, equities, and real estate.
If you're analytically-minded, there are
most careers open to you. As an actuary, accountant, computer programmer or
securities analyst, for example. In these
positions and others you'll be helping
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JAMES DEAN IN
"EAST of EDEN"
8:30 P.M.
Sheraton Hotel Grand Ballroom
1728 J.F.K. Boulevard
Sponsored by Beaver College, Spring Garden College

Tickets $4. to be sold at Houston Hall
For further info: Arlene Weissman TU 4-9833
or Ali Martin 2 3/793 1st, 200

JAMES DEAN IN
"EAST of EDEN"
8:30 P.M.
Catalcombs
A brochure called "The Whole Truth"
about a Universal Picture • Technicolor*
for figures, finance & a universal picture • technicolor*

For further info: Arlene Weissman TU 4-9833
or Ali Martin 2 3/793 1st, 200

CATACOMBS

FRIEDMAN TRIAL

AND SINGING

Attention college
At the bookstore,
"Chafed elbows"

Robert Flack & Tim Buckley
Tuesday, November 17, 8:30 P.M.
Sheraton Hotel Grand Ballroom
1728 J.F.K. Boulevard
Sponsored by Beaver College, Spring Garden College.

Tickets $4. to be sold at Houston Hall
For further info: Arlene Weissman TU 4-9833
or Ali Martin 2 3/793 1st, 200
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Why isn't a big company like General Electric doing more to clean up the environment?

How much can one company do to clean up the environment? Until the problems of pollution are under control—until its effects are reversed—no company can ever do "enough." What follows is a listing of things General Electric is doing to ease environmental problems. Some are new. Some are old as humanity five years. Should we be doing more? Yes, of course. Every company should. There are only a few of the more important ones. But every day sees us take more steps in many directions.

- General Electric is working on two engines that will use bacteria to convert garbage into a usable form of fuel and electricity.
- Modern, pollution-free mass transit systems are preferable to burning coal.
- General Electric is camping more and more commuters into cities without their cars.
- GE pioneered the development of soybean crops.
- A nuclear plant makes electricity without making smoke. While there is still the problem of thermal effects, it's being tackled on a site-by-site basis and can be solved. But for now, increasing demands for power can be met without an increasing output of air pollution.
- GE has developed a waste-treatment unit to significantly reduce the water pollution from ships and boats.
- We have been chosen by the federal government to solve the problem of jet-engine noise for the aviation industry. Our present jet is already quieter than those on the passenger planes of the Sixties, and yet it's nearly three times as powerful.
- GE designed and built an underwater habitat called "Teekote." Several teams of scientists have lived in the habitat while studying coral reef ecology and ocean pollution.
- We're designing an earth-resources satellite which will be used for a worldwide survey of the oceans. It's a first step toward the ultimate control of ocean pollution.
- Our newest jet airplane engine, for the DC-10, is designed to be smoke-free. Of course, there's more to jet than just smoke and we're working on that.
- Our goal is to see the day when it's totally clean.
- General Electric makes high-temperature codes and incinerators for the complete combustion of many types of solid waste. Complete combustion drastically reduces the amount of leftover ash, as well as virtually eliminating air pollutants.

The problems of the environment are many and some of the solutions will be difficult and costly. But, as you can see, we're working on them.

Why are we running this ad? We're running this ad, and others like it, to tell you the things General Electric is doing about the problems of man and his environment today.

The problems concern us because they concern you. If you are a business and you are potential customers and employees.

But the truth is, more important than these headlines is what will affect the future of this country and this planet. We have a stake in that future. As businessmen. And, simply, as people.

We invite your comments. Please write to General Electric, 570 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.
To Conquer
Bulldogs have defeated the Quakers
Booters Out
something less than spectacular this
in the front four. Last season's leading
fullback Barry Svigals, a prominent
two against the Indians. No other
win over the Quakers. Thus far, the
jam the middle area as Cornell did
in their four previous Ivy games,
well, just about everything has
changed for the team over the year.
Martin, who can catch passes as well
as run like blazes.

Hurling Quakers Meet
Tough Bulldog Squad
By PHIL SHERMAN
The hulking crowd comes in this
weekend means the boys, team, victory,
and general merry-making.
It is also an open-ended fest
that will bring the Western University's
Peter "Don't Call Us, We'll Call You"
Eric Wolf
PHIL SHIMKIN (23-8)

Penn Lightweights Look
For Upset Win at Army

Turfy Tuppern
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Injured Harriers
Shoot for First
Heps Title Today

By RICK FURLONG

NEW YORK - The men's harrier team
goes on the line for the Penn
cross-country team this weekend in
the first day of the Ivy League
Race. Begins Thursday, Nov. 15.

Though the Ivy league men's
events are unfamiliar to many
people who will listen, "The
Harriers" have a good reason why
they could really count.

Never having won the Ivy title (speaking of course of only two
years taking the 1989 NCAA crown)
the Quakers are hoping to send the drum
drummers of the league into the
night.

But in the field running of this
year's Heps team, there has never been as much
attention as there is this year.
For their dual meet season (including
the dramatic 29-19 edging of Harvard five weeks ago) the Quakers
would seem to be favored. But in the
twist of pole vault, the harriers are in
the running and late season efforts,
and Cornell have only served to
cast a shadow on their potential.

The Penn's harriers are in
the heavy cloud hanging over the meet.
According to the Ivy league's top
ten, there would seem to be almost a
quarte in the Penn team, the
harriers recognized as the
strongest in the league.

"There is still no way that
Princeton is not completely
favored," said the usually assured
Thornton, looking like a man being
led to the gallows.

"They're not balanced in their attack,
and sophomore Mike Biallas at end,
and defensive back Steve Keynoyer, of-
joinied by Tom Welsh and Mike
Rishkofski, who was one of the few
changes for the team over the year.

"There have been a lot of
improvement from both the Crimson
injuries and startling late season
flurry. Roger remained his usual jaunty self
with only 26 seconds remaining in the
closing minutes.
In the Class of 1928

TIE, 13-13


25-10, according to Cozza.
Penn is much of a threat to upset the
Harriers, but their quarterback (Pancho)
Mich-Mich joined by Tom Welsh and Mike
Rishkofski, who was one of the few
changes for the team over the year.
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